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1 Overview of Special Education Law
What is the legal definition of special education? 29; In the definition of special education, who is considered a “parent”? 31; In the definition of special education, who is a “child with a disability”? 32; What is the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEIA)? 33; What are the purposes of IDEIA? 33; Is IDEIA made of separate parts? 33; Where can you find IDEIA? 35; What disabilities are covered under IDEIA? 36; Why is “gifted and talented” not a classification under IDEIA? 38; How many children currently receive special education services? 39; Children with disabilities in special education represent approximately what percentage of all children in school? 39; Does IDEIA address the needs of infants and toddlers? 39; Where is special education instruction provided? 40; Why was a federal law in special education enacted? 40; Is there a law to protect students with disabilities who are deemed not eligible for special education? 45; What are the legal steps required in the special education process under IDEIA? 46

2 Requirements for Being a “Parent”
Who is a “parent” as defined under IDEIA? 50; Why is there such a broad definition of a parent under IDEIA? 51; Who is considered an adoptive parent? 51; Are biological or adoptive parents always presumed to be authorized to make educational decisions for the child even if other individuals also meet the definition of parent? 51; Who is considered a foster parent? 52; What rights do foster parents have in the educational decision making for a child in special education? 52; Who is considered a guardian? 52; Who is considered a surrogate parent? 52; Are surrogate parents required to have knowledge and skills that ensure adequate representation of the student? 53; What rights does a surrogate parent have under IDEIA? 53; What are the guidelines for being a surrogate parent for a student? 53; Can the state be considered a surrogate parent? 54; Can a foster parent serve as a surrogate parent? 54; How long can a surrogate parent act as surrogate parent? 54; Is there a timeframe for assignment of a surrogate parent? 55; When parents divorce, who
exercises the rights under IDEIA? 55; Who is considered a ward of the state? 55; Is there a transfer of parental rights at the age of majority in special education? 55; How are children informed of the transfer of rights? 56

3 Free Appropriate Public Education (FAPE)
What is a FAPE? 57; What does “free” actually mean? 57; Is lack of funds a sufficient defense for not providing a student with a disability an appropriate education? 58; Is “cost of services” a defense for not providing a student with a disability an appropriate education? 59; Is there ever an instance where students with disabilities may be charged for services? 59; What are third-party payments? 59; What types of services are billed to third parties? 59; Will third-party payments cost parents anything? 59; Can Medicaid funds be used to pay for health-related services provided under IDEIA? 60; Can a school district bill Medicaid without the parent’s permission to do so? 60; If a student has private health insurance and Medicaid, can the school district still bill Medicaid for the related services offered to these students? 60; Will a child receive more services if the school can bill a third party? 61; Does a school need parental consent to use private health insurance? 61; What does “appropriate” mean? 61; Has an “appropriate” education been challenged in the U.S. Supreme Court? 62; What are examples of procedural violations under IDEIA? 63; What are examples of a student not receiving educational benefit? 64; What does the Rowley decision mean to children with disabilities today? 65; Does a FAPE require a child with a disability to receive the “best” education available? 65; Does a FAPE require a child with a disability to maximize his/her potential? 66; How do we know if an education is providing educational benefit to a student? 66; Is a student with a disability required to receive a FAPE upon graduation with a regular high school diploma? 66

4 Notice of Procedural Safeguards, Prior Written Notice, and Consent
What are parental rights of participation? 67; Must parents participate in every aspect of the special education process? 67; What is the Notice of Procedural Safeguards? 68; How often does the Notice of Procedural Safeguards have to be given to parents? 69; When does the Notice of Procedural Safeguards have to be given to parents? 69; Is the Notice of Procedural Safeguards automatically sent to parents or do they have to ask for it? 69; What is prior written notice (PWN)? 69; When must a school district provide the parent(s) with prior written notice? 70; What is required in the written notice? 70; What are the language requirements of written notice? 71; Can notice be provided by an electronic mail communication? 71; Is a school district required to inform parents about upcoming meetings? 71; If a child is moving from early intervention services to school-age services, is prior written notice required? 72; Does everything in the special education process require prior written notice? 72; Are meetings the only time the school will provide parents with prior written notice? 72; What are the IDEIA criteria for obtaining parental consent? 73; What is the difference between consent and agreement? 73; When will a school district ask for parental consent? 73; What is considered
a “reasonable effort” to obtain parental consent? 75; When is parental consent not required? 76; What if parents don’t give their consent? 76; Can parental consent be revoked? 77; Is revocation of consent retroactive? 77; Does the requirement that a public agency obtain parental consent for the initial provision of special education and related services mean that parents must consent to each service included in the initial IEP developed for their child? 78; What recourse is available to parents who consent to the initial provision of special education and related services but who disagree with a particular service or services in their child’s IEP? 78; May a foster parent provide consent for an initial evaluation even if the biological parent refuses to provide such consent? 79

5 Identification, Evaluations, and Independent Educational Evaluations of Children with Suspected Disabilities

What are “Child Find” efforts? 80; What is annual public notice? 80; What is an initial evaluation? 81; Is an evaluation of a child for a suspected disability individualized? 82; What are indicators of children who may have a suspected disability and need an evaluation? 82; Does IDEIA require screening of children? 82; Is parental consent required for an evaluation of a student with a suspected disability? 82; What evaluation procedures are required when assessing whether a child has a suspected disability? 83; Once parental consent is obtained, when must the initial evaluation be conducted? 83; Does the evaluation of a child for a suspected disability have to be performed before any action is taken with regard to an initial special education placement? 84; When considering eligibility for special education, who must perform the evaluation? 84; Who are the members of the multidisciplinary team? 84; Does IDEIA address concerns regarding testing bias? 85; Does IDEIA address concerns pertaining to validation of tests? 85; Can a single procedure be used as the sole criterion for determining an appropriate educational program for a child? 85; What are the goals of a comprehensive assessment? 85; Must all areas related to a suspected disability be assessed? 86; What evaluation procedures are required under IDEIA? 86; Must the assessments and other evaluation measures used to determine eligibility for special education and related services include a doctor’s medical diagnosis, particularly for children suspected of having autism or attention deficit disorder/attention deficit hyperactivity disorder? 88; When doing the evaluation, must all tests be given in the child’s native language? 89; When doing the evaluation, must all reports be written in the parent’s native language? 89; If a student is identified for special education services, do the parents meet again with the school to discuss how their child is doing? 89; Are reevaluations required if a child is receiving special education services? 89; What does IDEIA require regarding reevaluations? 90; What if a parent refuses to consent to the three-year reevaluation? 91; What is an independent educational evaluation (IEE)? 91; Why would a parent wish to obtain an IEE? 91; When can parents request an independent educational evaluation at public expense? 92; Must school districts provide parents with information concerning where an IEE may be obtained? 93; Can the school district limit the parents in their choice of an examiner for an IEE? 93; If a parent requests an IEE, does the school district have the right to ask the parent for the reasons he/she objects to the public evaluation? 93; If a parent requests an IEE, and the school district asks the parents for the reasons
he/she objects to the public evaluation, is the parent required to give a reason? 93; Whenever an IEE is made at public expense, must the school district criteria for evaluations be met? 93; If parents disagree with the school district’s evaluation, in what ways can they proceed to obtain the IEE? 93; How many publicly funded IEEs are parents entitled to for each time an LEA evaluation is conducted over which there is disagreement? 94; Can parents get an IEE at their own expense? 94; If an IEE is paid for by the parent, must it be considered by the school district in determining the child’s educational needs? 94; Who is responsible for payment of an IEE when it is requested by a hearing officer? 94

6 Eligibility for Special Education
Who determines whether a child is eligible for special education? 95; When is a school-age student eligible for special education services? 95; When is a school-age student not eligible for special education services? 96; How many possible classifications are there in special education? 96; What are the responsibilities of the eligibility committee? 96; Who are the members of the eligibility committee? 97; What are the procedures for determining eligibility? 97; What are the eligibility criteria for a classification of autism? 98; What are the eligibility criteria for a classification of deaf-blindness? 99; What are the eligibility criteria for a classification of developmental delay? 100; What are the eligibility criteria for a classification of emotional disturbance? 101; What are the eligibility criteria for a classification of hearing impairment? 103; What are the eligibility criteria for a classification of specific learning disability? 104; What are the eligibility criteria for a classification of mental retardation? 107; What are the eligibility criteria for a classification of multiple disabilities? 109; What are the eligibility criteria for a classification of an orthopedic impairment? 110; What are the eligibility criteria for a classification of other health impairment? 112; What are the eligibility criteria for a classification of speech and language impairment? 113; What are the eligibility criteria for a classification of traumatic brain injury? 117; What are the eligibility criteria for a classification of a visual impairment? 118

7 Related Services
What are related services? 120; Are related services required under IDEA? 120; Do schools have to provide related services to all children with disabilities? 121; Is a student with a disability who needs only a related service but not special education eligible for related services? 121; Are schools required to provide related services necessary to maximize a child’s potential? 121; What is the difference between direct services and indirect services? 121; Must related services be provided if there are staff shortages or extended absences? 122; Are related services available to a child who attends a private school? 122; How must schools provide related services? 122; Who decides which related services are right for the child? 123; Who pays for related services? 123; Can related services be determined based on a particular disability category? 123; What are the various types of related services? 123; What is audiology? 124; What is the related service of early identification and assessment of disabilities in children? 125; What are interpreting services? 126; What are medical services? 127; What is occupational therapy (OT)? 127; What are
orientation and mobility services? 129; What is parent counseling and training? 129; What is physical therapy? 130; What are psychological services? 131; Who pays for counseling outside of school? 132; Is a public agency responsible for paying for mental health services if the IEP team determines that a child with a disability requires these services to receive FAPE and includes these services in the child’s IEP? 132; What is recreation? 133; What is rehabilitation counseling? 134; What are school health and school nurse services? 134; Can school districts require parents to attend school with their child to perform health-related services? 135; What are social work services in schools? 135; What are speech-language pathology services? 136; Who is eligible for speech and language therapy? 136; What are some of the issues facing parents and school districts regarding transportation, as a related service, of students with disabilities? 137; What is travel training? 138; What is excluded as a related service? 139; Can artistic and cultural services, such as music therapy, be considered related services? 140; What types of situations may require termination from related services? 141

8 Individualized Education Programs (IEPs)

What is an individualized education program (IEP)? 142; Does every student in special education have an IEP? 142; What must be included in an IEP? 142; What are present levels of educational performance (PLEP)? 144; What do present levels of educational performance describe for preschoolers? 146; What are measurable annual goals? 146; What are assistive technology devices and services? 146; What does it mean that the IEP must contain an explanation for why the child will not participate with nondisabled children in the general education classroom and activities? 148; What is required in the statement of any procedural modifications in the administration of state- or district-wide assessments of student achievement? 148; What does the IEP require in terms of dates, frequency, location, and duration of services? 149; Does the IEP team need to consider extended school year (ESY) services? 150; What are some factors to consider in deciding whether a child is eligible for ESY? 151; What are transition services? 152; Are students required to be involved in their transition planning? 154; Are school districts required to ensure that the goal of employment or independent living is achieved? 154; Must an IEP include measurable postsecondary goals based on age-appropriate transition assessments for every 16-year-old student with a disability, regardless of the student’s skill levels relating to education, employment, and training? 155; Must community access skills be included in the IEP as independent living skills? 155; If an IEP team chooses to address transition before age 16 (for example, at age 14), do the same requirements apply? 155; Must public agencies measure whether postsecondary goals have been met once a student has graduated or has aged out? 156; What is the age of majority? 156; What happens when a student reaches the age of majority? 156; What is progress monitoring? 157; How often does the IEP team need to report progress to parents? 157; Are school districts required to provide evidence of effectiveness for instructional programs recommended by the IEP team? 158; When must an initial IEP be developed? 158; Are educational placements based on the IEP? 159; Who must be a part of the IEP team? 159; Why are parents on the IEP team? 160; Can parents bring a lawyer to an IEP meeting? 160; Are all members of the IEP team mandated
to be in attendance at an IEP meeting? 160; Is parental participation required at IEP team meetings? 161; When must an IEP be in effect? 162; What happens to a student’s IEP if he/she transfers out of district or to a new state? 163; What does IDEIA mandate regarding the development of an IEP? 163; What does IDEIA mandate regarding the review and revisions of an IEP? 165; Is an IEP meeting required before a public agency places a child with a disability in, or refers a child to, a private school or facility? 165; Can students be declassified from special education? 166

9

The Least Restrictive Environment (LRE)

What is the least restrictive environment (LRE)? 167; With respect to the IDEIA, how is the term “placement” defined? 168; Who has the decision-making responsibility for placement? 168; What does “maximum extent appropriate” mean? 168; What are supplementary aids and services? 168; What is the course of instruction for students with disabilities? 169; Is there an absolute right to have the child placed in the school closest to home? 169; Are school districts permitted to use funding from IDEIA to pay for special education and related services and supplementary aids and services provided in a regular class or other education-related locations, even if one or more of children without disabilities benefit from the services? 170; What does “inclusion” mean? 170; Is “LRE” the same thing as “inclusion”? 171; What procedures must be followed when determining the educational placement decision of a child with a disability? 171; What are questions to ask to determine compliance with LRE requirements? 173; What is the continuum of placement options available to children with special needs? 173; What factors may not be considered when determining the placement of a student? 175; When determining the location of services, should the IEP team consider the educational and nonacademic benefits to the child with a disability? 176; Must an IEP meeting occur in order to change a student’s placement? 176; What are the LRE considerations for students moving from one grade level to the next? 176; Are school districts required to provide full continuums of services and locations in every school within its jurisdiction? 177; Does a child have to fail in the regular education classroom before the IEP team considers another location in which to provide services? 177; Who is responsible for payment when a child with a disability is educated in a residential placement? 177; Does the IEP team always need to justify the educational placement of a child with a disability? 178; Must there be parental consent before the initial placement of a child in special education? 179; How often does the child’s educational placement need to be determined? 179; Must the LEA ensure that extended school year (ESY) services are available if necessary to provide a FAPE? 179; Is the LEA allowed to pursue an out-of-district placement for a child with a disability? 179; If the LEA recommends a private placement, what is its responsibility? 180; Does a parentally placed private school child with a disability have the same right to receive some or all of the special education and related services that he/she would receive if enrolled in a public school? 180; When the LEA is prepared to provide a FAPE in the public school, but the parents unilaterally decide to place the child in a parochial school, is the LEA required to provide special education and related services for the child at the parochial school? 181; When a parent disagrees with the LEA regarding the placement decision, what is an LEA required to do? 181
Dispute Resolution Options in Special Education

What approaches are there to dispute resolution in special education? 182

I. IEP review meeting
What is an IEP review meeting? 183; What types of disputes might be resolved through an IEP review meeting? 183; Does the entire team have to be at an IEP review meeting? 183; What are the benefits of resolving a dispute through an IEP review? 184

II. Facilitated IEP meeting
What is a facilitated IEP team meeting? 184; Is IEP facilitation mentioned in IDEIA? 185; Who can request an IEP meeting be facilitated? 185; Who does the IEP facilitator serve? 185; Is the facilitator a decision maker at the IEP meeting? 185; What is the difference between an internal facilitator and an external facilitator? 186; How does facilitation differ from mediation under IDEIA? 186; What are the benefits of an IEP facilitator? 186; When should parents not use IEP facilitation as a method of dispute resolution? 188; Is procedural notice to parents required for a facilitated IEP meeting? 189; How do parents request a facilitated IEP meeting? 189; How long does the facilitated IEP meeting take? 189; Where and when is a facilitated IEP meeting held? 189; Who is required to attend a facilitated IEP meeting? 189; How is the confidentiality of the student and family maintained with the facilitator? 190; Who pays for the facilitator? 190; Do all school districts have to offer facilitated IEP team meetings? 190; What if the facilitated IEP meeting does not result in an acceptable IEP? 191

III. Mediation
What is mediation? 191; Why would parents and school districts want to use mediation as a dispute-resolution option? 192; Does IDEIA afford mediation as an option for dispute resolution? 192; What sets mediation apart from other special education meetings? 192; What are the benefits of using mediation to resolve a dispute? 193; How is mediation different from a due process hearing? 194; What are the procedural requirements of mediation? 194; How would school districts know what mediators are available? 195; How are mediators selected? 195; Does IDEIA address the impartiality of mediators? 195; Who bears the cost of mediation? 195; When and where are mediation sessions held? 195; Who can attend a mediation session? 196; Are attorneys’ fees reimbursed for mediation? 196; What happens if the parties resolve the dispute through mediation? 196; Are discussions during mediation confidential? 196; Must a written mediation agreement be kept confidential? 197; How is a mediation agreement enforced? 197; If, at the conclusion of the 30-day resolution period, the LEA and parents wish to continue the mediation process, must the hearing officer agree to the extension? 197; How does the use of mediation affect parents’ other due process rights? 197

IV. State complaints
What is a state complaint? 198; Who may file a state complaint? 198; Where does IDEIA talk about state complaints? 198; What information must a state complaint include? 199; When filing a state complaint, who needs to receive a copy of the complaint? 200; What types of complaints will not be investigated by the state under its special education general supervisory responsibilities? 200; Is the complaint filed with the SEA? 200; What happens if the complainant doesn’t include all required information? 200; What will the state do when it receives a complaint
that meets the requirements? 201; What is the SEA’s obligation when it
receives a state complaint? 201; What are the timelines for filing a state
complaint? 201; How soon must the SEA resolve a state complaint? 202;
Can the public agency attempt to resolve the complaint before an
investigation occurs? 203; Must a state complaint be investigated if it is
resolved through mediation? 203; What happens if a state complaint and
a due process complaint are filed to resolve the same issue? 203; Can the
SEA’s decision be appealed? 204

V. Resolution meeting 204
What is a resolution meeting? 204; Does the resolution process apply when
a public agency (e.g. school district) files a due process complaint? 205;
What are the benefits of participating in a resolution meeting? 205; What
are the concerns about the resolution meeting? 205; Is there a required
agenda for a resolution meeting? 206; Who pays for the resolution
meeting? 206; Can parents and/or the school district withdraw from an
agreement reached at a resolution meeting? 207; What happens if parents
do not reach an agreement in the resolution meeting? 207; Who can attend
the resolution meeting? 207; Are resolution meetings confidential? 207;
Are facilitators available for the resolution meeting? 207; Can the
resolution meeting be waived? 208; What is the timeline for a resolution
meeting? 208; Is there an expedited resolution meeting timeline? 209; Can
attorney fees be awarded at a resolution meeting? 209; What happens
when a resolution of a dispute is reached? 209; Is information discussed
at a resolution meeting allowed to be introduced at a due process
hearing? 210; In the event that an agreement is not reached during the
resolution meeting, must mediation continue to be available? 210; Does
the 30-day resolution period apply if the parties elect to use mediation
rather than convene a resolution meeting? 210; Must the LEA continue
its attempts to convince a parent to participate in a resolution meeting
throughout the 30-day resolution period? 210; If a party fails to participate
in the resolution meeting, must the other party seek the hearing officer’s
intervention? 211

VI. Due process complaint 211
What is a due process complaint? 211; Who may file a due process
complaint? 211; What is the subject matter of a due process
complaint? 211; Is there a timeframe as to when the due process
complaint must be filed? 211; Does the school district need to provide
the parents with information about legal services if they file a due process
complaint? 212; Do all states have to have due process procedures? 212;
Can a party have a hearing on a due process complaint until the party, or
the attorney representing the party, files a due process complaint? 212;
What is a “sufficient” due process complaint? 212; Does the complaint have
to be sufficient? 213; What steps are available to the complaining party if a
hearing officer rules that the due process complaint is “insufficient”? 213;
When can a party amend a due process complaint? 214; Is the local
education agency required to respond to a parent’s due process
complaint? 214; How would parents know how to draft a due process
complaint? 214; When the local education agency is notified of a parent’s
due process complaint, what must it do? 215; What are the timelines for
the due process hearing to occur? 215; Must each party disclose to the
other parties all of the evaluations completed by the date of the due process
hearing? 216; What are the requirements to be a hearing officer presiding
over a due process hearing? 216; What are the rights of parties at a due
process hearing?  217; Can the party requesting the due process hearing raise issues at the due process hearing that were not raised in the due process complaint?  217; Who has the burden of proof in an IDEIA due process hearing?  218; How is a decision about whether a child received a FAPE determined by a hearing officer?  218; Are decisions at due process hearings final?  219; How does the appeal process work?  219; What are the timelines and convenience of hearings and reviews?  219; Can parties bring a civil action with respect to the due process complaint notice requesting a due process hearing?  220; What is the child’s status during the pendency of any administrative or judicial proceeding regarding a due process complaint notice requesting a due process hearing?  220; Can the hearing officer award attorney fees?  221

11 Discipline of Students with Disabilities

When did the federal law add explicit new provisions regarding the discipline of students with disabilities?  222; Why did the federal law add explicit new provisions regarding the discipline of students with disabilities?  222; How are discipline cases handled for children with disabilities?  223; Are the disciplinary measures available to the school the same for students with disabilities as for students without disabilities?  223; What are short-term disciplinary actions?  223; What is a change of placement?  224; Is parent notification required during disciplinary procedures involving a change of placement?  224; If specific concerns arise that a child may need special education and related services due to his/her pattern of behavior, must such concerns be submitted in writing to school officials in order for the public agency to be deemed to have knowledge that the child is a child with a disability?  225; What is a manifestation determination hearing?  225; What questions must be answered at a manifestation determination hearing?  226; What is the timeframe for a manifestation determination hearing to occur?  226; What is the scope of review at a manifestation determination hearing?  226; At the manifestation determination hearing, is it recommended for parents to engage the services of an educational legal advocate or a special education lawyer?  227; What happens if a student’s behavior is not a manifestation of the disability?  227; What happens if a student’s behavior is a manifestation of the disability?  228; Under what circumstances must an IEP team use a functional behavioral assessment (FBA) and behavior intervention plan (BIP)?  229; Is consent required to do an FBA for a child?  230; If a parent disagrees with the results of an FBA, can the parent obtain an independent educational evaluation (IEE) at public expense?  230; What recourse does a parent have if he/she disagrees with the determination that his/her child’s behavior was not a manifestation of the child’s disability?  231; Are there any “special circumstances” in which the school is authorized to take disciplinary action whether the student’s behavior is a manifestation of the disability or not?  231; What are the consequences involving special circumstances?  232; Can parents challenge manifestation determination or any decision regarding placement with a right to have an expedited due process hearing?  233; If a parent appeals the decision of the manifestation determination hearing, what options does the hearing officer of the appeal have?  233; What is the appropriate placement of a student with a disability during an appeal of a manifestation determination decision?  233; What are the protections for a child who has not been determined to be eligible for
special education and related services who has engaged in behavior that violated a code of student conduct? 234; Do IDEIA’s discipline procedures allow school systems to report crimes that are committed by children with disabilities? 235

12 Confidentiality of Information and Education Records
What laws address confidentiality of student records in special education? 236; What is the Family Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA)? 236; What does “personally identifiable” mean? 238; What notice must be given to parents regarding confidentiality? 238; What are considered “education records”? 239; What are not considered education records? 239; What are the two types of education records? 240; What rights do parents have to review education records of their children by a participating agency? 241; Do school districts have to maintain records of access? 242; What if an education record includes information on more than one child? 242; Do school districts have to provide parents with a list of the types and locations of education records? 242; Can a school district charge a fee for copies of records? 242; What if parents believe that the education records of their child are inaccurate or misleading, or violate the privacy or other rights of their child? 242; Do parents have an opportunity for a hearing to challenge information in education records? 243; What law dictates hearing procedures of education records? 243; What happens if a hearing finds the education records not to be inaccurate, misleading, or otherwise in violation of the privacy or other rights of the child? 243; Is parental consent for disclosure of personally identifiable information required? 243; What safeguards are in IDEIA to protect personally identifiable information? 244; What does IDEIA require regarding destruction of information? 244; What are children’s rights when they turn the age of majority? 245

13 Early Intervention for Infants and Toddlers with Disabilities
What is the definition of early intervention (EI) under Part C of IDEIA? 246; What is the purpose of early intervention? 247; Who is an infant or toddler with a disability? 248; What are the eligibility criteria for early intervention services? 248; What is the process of evaluation of infants and toddlers for early intervention services? 249; What types of early intervention services are available to infants and toddlers? 249; What is an individualized family service plan (IFSP)? 250; What is the purpose of the initial IFSP process? 250; Is notice required to families for an IFSP meeting? 251; What is the timeline corresponding with an IFSP? 251; Are all children who are eligible for the state’s early intervention service system entitled to an IFSP? 252; What are the contents of an IFSP? 252; Who must be in attendance at an initial IFSP meeting? 253; Are periodic IFSP reviews required? 254; Who must be in attendance at an annual IFSP meeting? 254; Can early intervention services for an eligible child and the child’s family commence before the completion of the evaluation and assessment? 255; Is parental consent required prior to the provision of any early intervention services described in the IFSP? 255; Are there transition services for infants and toddlers? 256; Does IDEIA require that any agency or person be held accountable if an eligible child does not achieve the growth projected in the child’s IFSP? 257
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Disclaimer

The information in this book is intended for use as educational material to assist parents and professionals in understanding basic principles of special education law. The author has taken great care to provide in this book the most current and accurate information available concerning special education law on a wide variety of subjects. However, the information found herein is not intended in any way as legal advice and is not a substitute for individual consultation with an attorney. The book is not intended, and should not be used, as a substitute or replacement for individual legal advice. There is no substitute for individual consultation with a special education law expert. Reasonable efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this book; however, the content and interpretation of laws and regulations are subject to change. The effect of future legislative, administrative, and judicial developments cannot be predicted. For these reasons, the utilization of these materials by any person represents an agreement to hold harmless the author and publisher for any liability, claims, damages, or expenses that may be incurred by any person as a result of reference to or reliance on the information contained in the book.
Who is a “parent” as defined under IDEIA?

Perhaps the most important element afforded under IDEIA is the right to parental participation at almost all stages of the special education process. To increase the odds that each child has a parent in the special education process, IDEIA does define the term “parent” but does so in a broad way.

Under IDEIA, a “parent” means:

1. A biological (natural) or adoptive parent of a child
2. A foster parent, unless State law, regulations, or contractual obligations with a State or local entity prohibit a foster parent from acting as a parent
3. A guardian generally authorized to act as the child’s parent, or authorized to make educational decisions for the child (but not the State if the child is a ward of the State)
4. An individual acting in the place of a biological or adoptive parent (including a grandparent, stepparent, or other relative) with whom the child lives, or an individual who is legally responsible for the child’s welfare, or
5. A surrogate parent who has been appointed in accordance with 34 C.F.R. 300.519.

[34 C.F.R. 300.30; 20 U.S.C. 1401(23)]

Note: The biological or adoptive parent, when attempting to act as the parent under this part and when more than one party is qualified to act as a parent, must be presumed to be the parent unless the biological or adoptive parent does not have legal authority to make educational decisions for the child.

If a judicial decree or order identifies a specific person or persons to act as the “parent” of a child or to make educational decisions on behalf of a child, then such person or persons shall be determined to be the “parent.”
Why is there such a broad definition of a parent under IDEIA?
IDEIA defines a “parent” broadly so as to include a wide variety of different caregivers, with many possible individuals in a caregiving role able therefore to qualify as a parent [34 C.F.R. 300.20].

Who is considered an adoptive parent?
An adoptive parent is a person who legally adopts a child of other parents as his/her own child. Adoption is the official transfer through the court system of all of the parental rights that a biological parent has to a child, along with an assumption by the adopting parent of all of the parental rights of the biological parents that are being terminated and are assumed in their entirety by the adoptive parents, including the responsibility for the care and supervision of the child, his/her nurturing and training, physical and emotional health, and financial support (Adoption Media LLC, 2011a).

Are biological or adoptive parents always presumed to be authorized to make educational decisions for the child even if other individuals also meet the definition of parent?
Yes. The biological or adoptive parents are always presumed to be authorized to make educational decisions for the child even if other individuals also meet the definition of parent, unless a judicial order states that specific individuals are to make the child’s educational decisions.

If there is more than one “parent,” then the biological or adoptive parent who attempts to act as parent for educational decisions is presumed to be the parent, unless he/she does not have legal authority to make educational decisions [34 C.F.R. 300.30(b)(1)].

Under IDEIA, whenever a birth or adoptive parent is “attempting to act” on behalf of the child in the special education system, the school must treat that parent as the decision maker. This means that if the school proposes an IEP for the child and the birth or adoptive parent disapproves of the plan, the school cannot go around the parent by getting the agreement of a foster parent, kinship parent, or other relative. The school can only accept the decision of another person when the birth or adoptive parent is not “attempting to act” on behalf of the child, unless a judge has appointed an alternative decision maker for the child. In that case, the school must treat the person appointed by the judge as the only person authorized to make special education decisions for the child (Education Law Center, 2007).
Who is considered a foster parent?
A foster parent is a person who acts as parent and guardian for a child in place of the child’s natural parents but without legally adopting the child.

Although this term has a wide variety of possible definitions, it is generally used to refer to adults who are licensed by the state or county to provide a temporary home for children whose birth parents are unable to care for them. These services may be provided with or without compensation, and can often continue for several months or even years, depending on the circumstances of the child and the foster parents (Adoption Media LLC, 2011b).

Under IDEIA, a foster parent can act as a parent unless state law prohibits the foster parent from acting as a parent [34 C.F.R. 300.30].

What rights do foster parents have in the educational decision making for a child in special education?
This is an issue for the states. Some states have separate provisions for the appointment of a foster parent as the educational decision maker. Check your state regulations as to the specific rights of foster parents in your school district. In the past, foster parents were only allowed to advocate for special education students in a limited number of circumstances. Those restrictions were eliminated under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004 (Legal Services of Missouri, 2006).

Who is considered a guardian?
A guardian is a non-parent to whom the court gives authority to take responsibility for the care of a child. In special education, a guardian is a person who has the legal responsibility for providing the care and management of a child with a disability. An appointment of guardianship may be permanent or temporary. Guardians are often appointed for children when the parents are deceased (Judicial Council of California, 1995).

Who is considered a surrogate parent?
IDEIA requires each state to have specific procedures to protect the rights of the child whenever:

1. the parents of the child are not known, or
2. the [school district] cannot, after reasonable efforts, locate the parents
3. the child is a ward of the State under the laws of that State (e.g. in the custody of a public child welfare agency), or
4. the child is an unaccompanied homeless youth as defined in section 725(6) of the McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act.

[42 U.S.C. 11434(a)(6)]
A surrogate parent is appointed by the local education agency (LEA; the school district) or other responsible state agency to assume parental rights under the special education regulations in order to protect the student’s rights [34 C.F.R. 300.519; 20 U.S.C. 1415(b)(2)]. A surrogate parent acts in the place of a child’s natural parent to make decisions about the child’s education when the child’s natural parent is unavailable to make decisions. A parent is unavailable when he/she cannot be located or when he/she chooses not to act as a parent for the child. A parent is also unavailable if he/she has lost the ability to act as parent by court order. The surrogate parent makes decisions for a child with a disability in all matters relating to the identification, evaluation, and educational placement of the child and the provision of a free appropriate public education to the child.

Are surrogate parents required to have knowledge and skills that ensure adequate representation of the student?
Yes. Unlike other “parents,” surrogate parents are required to have knowledge and skills that ensure adequate representation of the student [34 C.F.R. 300.519(d)(2)(iii)].

What rights does a surrogate parent have under IDEIA?
When a surrogate is appointed, he/she has all the rights and responsibilities under IDEIA [34 C.F.R. 300.519; 20 U.S.C. 1415(b)(2)]. The surrogate parent may represent the child in all matters relating to [34 C.F.R. 300.519(g)]:

1. the identification, evaluation, and educational placement of the child, and

2. the provision of a free appropriate public education (FAPE) to the child.

What are the guidelines for being a surrogate parent for a student?
Public agencies shall ensure that a person selected as a surrogate parent [34 C.F.R. 300.519(h)]:

1. is not an employee of the state educational agency (SEA), the LEA, or any other agency that is involved in the education or care of the child

2. has no interest that conflicts with the interest of the child represented

3. has knowledge and skills that ensure adequate representation of the child, and

4. is assigned not more than 30 days after there is a determination by the agency that the child needs a surrogate parent.
Can the state be considered a surrogate parent?
No, the state cannot be considered a surrogate parent even if the child is a ward of the state. Someone who is an employee of a state, local, or any other public agency that is involved in the education or care of the child cannot be a surrogate. This is because that person could have a conflict of interest with the child. For example, a teacher could not be a surrogate because he/she may be required to advocate for services for a child, but be hesitant to do so because it would create a financial burden for his/her employer. If a child is in the custody of children’s services, a children’s services worker could not be a surrogate for similar reasons (Ohio Legal Rights Service, 2005).

Someone who is an employee of a nonpublic agency that provides only non-educational care for the child can be a surrogate if he/she has the knowledge and skills, no conflict of interest and otherwise meets the criteria for being a surrogate parent, including surrogate training requirements [34 C.F.R. 300.519(h)].

Can a foster parent serve as a surrogate parent?
Yes, provided certain conditions are met. A foster parent may serve as a surrogate parent if the following four conditions are met [34 C.F.R. 300.30]:

- the natural parents’ rights have been terminated
- the foster parent has a long-term relationship with the child
- the foster parent is willing to participate in the role of “parent,” and
- no conflict of interest occurs with the foster parent assuming that role.

Note: A foster parent may also be appointed as surrogate parent for a foster child if the foster parent does not meet the qualifications to be a “parent” and meets the qualifications for being a surrogate.

How long can a surrogate parent act as surrogate parent?
A surrogate parent may continue to serve as long as he/she continues to meet the surrogate parent requirements of federal and state law. Every year, the school district is required to review the appointment of each parent surrogate to ensure that the rights of the child are protected. Similarly, the appointment of a surrogate for a child in early intervention must be reviewed at least annually. When a student with a disability turns the age of majority, all of the rights of the surrogate parent transfer to the student, unless the student has been determined to be incompetent under state law, in which case educational decisions would be made by the student’s court appointed guardian (Ohio Legal Rights Service, 2005).
Is there a timeframe for assignment of a surrogate parent?
To ensure that children receive a speedy surrogate parent appointment, IDEIA now requires that schools make reasonable efforts to assign a surrogate parent within 30 days after determining that a child needs a surrogate [34 C.F.R. 300.519(h)].

When parents divorce, who exercises the rights under IDEIA?
Where parents are divorced, the question of which parent exercises rights under IDEIA is a question of state law and the judicial order in the divorce (Taylor v. Vermont Department of Education, 2002).

Who is considered a ward of the state?
Under IDEIA, [34 C.F.R 300.45], a ward of the state means a child who, as determined by the state where the child resides, is:

1. a foster child
2. a ward of the state, or
3. in the custody of a public child welfare agency.

There is an exception. A ward of the state does not include a foster child who has a foster parent who meets the definition of a parent under IDEIA.

If the student is a ward of the state, the identification and location of the parent, as well as the status of residual parent rights, should be known. If these factors are not known, then the agency with which wardship resides is the agency that is responsible for the general care of the individual. That agency shall identify a surrogate parent.

Note: IDEIA allows for the appointment of a surrogate parent by a judge overseeing the case of a child who is a ward of the state, provided that the surrogate parent meets the requirements at 34 C.F.R. 300.519(c).

Is there a transfer of parental rights at the age of majority in special education?
Yes. Age of majority is the legal age established under state law at which an individual is no longer a minor and, as a young adult, has the right and responsibility to make certain legal choices that adults make (National Center on Secondary Education and Transition, 2002). Thus, when people use the term “age of majority,” they are generally referring to when a young person reaches the age at which one is considered to be an adult. Depending upon state law, this usually happens at some point between 18 and 21 (National Center on Secondary Education and Transition, 2002).
Beginning not later than one year before the child reaches the age of majority under state law, the IEP must include a statement that the child has been informed of the child’s rights under Part B of the Act, if any, that will transfer to the child on reaching the age of majority under 34 C.F.R. 300.520 [34 C.F.R. 300.320(c)].

How are children informed of the transfer of rights?
IDEIA does not specify the manner in which schools must inform children of any rights that will transfer to them upon reaching the age of majority. This is a matter best left to states, districts, and IEP teams to decide, based on their knowledge of the child and any unique local or state requirements.